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Presentation Notes
Welcome everyone and thank you for joining us today.Thank you Rajiv for your kind words of introduction .



SHOW OF HANDS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we begin the presentation we would like to know who is in the audienceWith a show of hands can you tell me how many of you are: Scholarly Communication Librarians Liaison Librarians Associate University Librarians Chief Librarians/Directors Anyone else? What?



SETTING THE STAGE 

What is  
Scholarly Communication? 
 



 The Scholarly Communications System 
incorporates and expands on the more familiar 
concept of scholarly publishing and includes both 
informal and formal networks used by scholars to 
develop ideas, exchange information, build and 
mine data, certify research, publish findings, 
disseminate results, and preserve outputs. This 
vast and changing system is central to the 
academic enterprise.  

 (Lee Van Orsdel  - ACRL Scholarly Communication 
Roadshow, 2012) 



 Scholarly communications covers a broad range of 
activities, including the discovery, collection, 
organization, evaluation, interpretation, and 
preservation of primary and other sources of 
information, and the publication and 
dissemination of scholarly research.  

 
 (Collyer & Waters - Mellon Foundation Annual 

Report,  2008) 
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Presentation Notes
 



“Scholarly communications” is the process by 
which scholarship is produced, supported, 
managed, and communicated, and includes all 
those involved in supporting the life-cycle of 
scholarship. 
 
 (Joy Kirchner, University of British Columbia  
 ACRL Scholarly Communication Roadshow) 
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 Over the years scholarly communication programs have been introduced in libraries to promote all these activities and in the process have brought a new understanding to what was once a traditional landscape.Canadian research libraries have been relatively late in embracing some of the new ideas being introduced. It is only in recent years that the Canadian Association of Research Libraries (CARL) has joined the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) in the US, in bringing libraries into the conversation to promote scholarly communication activities on their campuses and help create change in academic institutions. Many libraries have responded to recent developments by making scholarly communications a priority in their strategic planning.



Screen capture from www.carl-abrc.ca/scholarlycommunication.html  
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The  Canadian Association of Research Libraries includes the following areas under SC: Digitization:  Digitization enables the  preservation of unique print collections by conversion into a digital format.Open Access:  According to Peter Suber, “ Open Access (OA) literature is digital, online, free of charge, and free of most copyright and licensing restrictions. What makes it possible is the internet and the consent of the author”.Institutional Repositories:  Capture and preserve the intellectual output of a university and provide visibility of these works to a  global audience.Research Collections:  are part of the mandate of research libraries. Libraries are beginning to do this collectively in a digital format.Research Data Management:  This is an area destined to grow in research libraries. It involves curation and preservation of data produced dung the research process.

http://www.carl-abrc.ca/scholarlycommunication.html


CARL STRATEGIC PLAN 2010-2012 

1. Transform Scholarly Communication 
2. Influence Public Policy 
3. Advance the Research Library 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we embarked on this research we were pleased to note that the focus of the CARL strategic plan 2010-2012 had many elements of scholarly communication under its purview. Transforming Scholarly Communication involves the provision of a data management infrastructure, open access, support new models of scholarly publishing,  identify priorities for digitization and plan for preservation of research resources in print.Influencing Public Policy refers to influencing federal-level policy on copyright, research funding, internet privacy and maintenance of national library services.The third priority refers to advancing the library role and value in research and education with appropriate staffing, opportunities for developing research skills, and sharing of best practices.



REASONS FOR THE STUDY 

• Academic Librarianship in Crisis 
• Scholarly Communication – An Evolving 

Landscape 
• How will this impact Academic Librarians? 
 
 CARL Research in Librarianship Grant  2011-

2013 
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STUDY OBJECTIVES 

• To investigate the scope of SC activities within 
CARL 

• To understand the organizational structures  
• To determine challenges and limitations  
• To explore future strategies 
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We wanted to specifically explore the Canadian landscape of SC. And so from the outset,  our study included the following  objectives:To investigate the scope of SC activities within Canadian research institutions, To understand the org structureTo determine what Canadian librarians saw as the key the challenges and limitations to the advancement of these initiatives and structuresAnd finally To find out what librarians foresaw and wanted  for the future  within their institutions and across the country.



THE INITIATION OF THE STUDY 
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After receiving the funding from the CARL Research in Librarianship Grant, we were on our way. We sought Ethics approval at both York and Guelph as a multi-institution research project. As this was a human-study, the important areas of our application related to the Privacy, confidentiality, informed consent from our participants. While we waited for ethics approval, Leila and I began set up a Virtual Research Environment using sharepoint in order to share documents and collaborate with ease across our two institutions… And We used some of the money we received from CARL to hire an iSchool graduate student to review relevant literature in a prepared report:Her report provided us with the foundation we needed as they are illustrative of the emerging landscape of SC in Canada. The review confirmed the need for deeper insights into the structural and staffing implications of SC activities,  and that there was a need for research about the challenges that Canadian academic librarians are facing with their new and/or redefined roles.



THE TOPICS 
1. Review of SC initiatives & services  
2. Organizational structure 
3. Advocacy & Promotion 
4. Assessment 
5. Skills requirement & professional development 
6.   Barriers & Challenges 
7.   A vision for the future of SC in Canada & beyond 
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The literature review also helped us identify and shape specific SC topics to investigate. We shaped those target points by asking for input from our SC colleagues at York and Guelph. And so the topics to investigate included the following 7 points:Institutional SC services and initiativesChanging organizational structuresAdvocacy and promotion strategiesAssessment strategiesSkills requirements and PDBarriers and challenges and Visioning for the future  
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We decided to get responses from each of the 29 academic libraries belonging to the Canadian Association of Research Libraries (CARL). WE did not go beyond  CARL although we are aware of other Canadian libraries that are active in scholarly communication. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 Associate University Librarians / Associate Deans / Associate Directors 

6 University Librarians / Directors 

12 Scholarly Communication Librarians / 1 Liaison Librarian 
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We chose to select individuals from these institutions who had the greatest level of leadership or involvement with regards to the advancement of scholarly communication services and initiatives at their institution. When the role was not clear, we approached the UL. They either directed us to someone, or participated themselves. In the end, respondents came from different levels of responsibility within their institutions. Some were members of the CARL Scholarly  Communication  Committee. We felt that the variety of leadership levels added a diversity of opinions.  



RECORDING AND ANALYSIS 

Hired a graduate student 
to code and analyze 
interviews  for 
connections, recurring 
themes, novel 
approaches, and great 
quotes. 
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Given the geographic location of our respondents  we  chose to interview each participant via a telephone interview. We lead our interviewees through the grouping of topics and related questions I presented in a previous slide… WE sent each participant the topics in advance and encouraged them to share them with others from their same institution for feedback and input. Some participants  backed up their responses with written responses and others  shared relevant documents by e-mail. The  interviews were semi-structured and open-ended. This format allowed for a conversational flow and allowed us to probe and expand on responses in a way that would not have been possible with a survey. Each interview lasted approximately one hour. Interviews were recorded digitally, saved and the audiofiles were uploaded to the NVIVO 10 software a qualitative analysis software.With additional research funding from York University’s Research and Awards Committee we were fortunate to have been able to hire a Phd graduate student in sociology with expertise in Qualitative methodology. The student coded and  analyzed  each interview for connections, recurring themes, novel approaches, and great quotes.



EVENTS THAT SHAPED RESPONSES  
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Interviews were carried out between March and September 2012.  The timing of interviews coincided with a number of significant events: Changes to the copyright laws and  Access Copyright licensing changes were taking place and institutions were coming to terms with their decision to adopt fair dealing rather than sign the Access Copyright license.Many faculty members and librarians signed a protest on the Cost of Knowledge website refusing to edit or publish papers in Elsevier journals in response to Elsevier’s attempts to negatively influence US policy on open access funder mandates Harvard’ had just announced worldwide that they were cancelling journal subscriptions to emphasize the high prices being paid to commercial publishers.  Student unrest in Quebec universities also brought into focus the issue of dwindling education funding. These factors were mentioned often enough by participants during our interviews  that we felt it important to note here. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/stereoscopy/


Your guesses about  
our findings? 
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Given the background of study participants, we were presented with a diversity of comments and opinions. The next slide provides an example of themes and topics covered.
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Take a minute to absorb the many ideas represented in this tag cloud.  



RESULTS/FINDINGS 

1. Review of SC landscape, initiatives & emerging 
services  

2. Organizational structure 
3. Promotion & Advocacy 
4. Assessment 
5. Skills requirement & professional development 
6. Collaboration 
7. Barriers and challenges 
8. Future Hopes and Aspirations 
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Participants were full engaged during the interview process, speaking with passion and commitment to the importance of scholarly communication initiatives within Canadian research institutions.I will begin by reviewing the Canadian landscape as described by participants and follow through with pertinent responses touching on other topics which were covered.



THE SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION LANDSCAPE 

• All 29 CARL Libraries have an IR – ETDs are a 
major driver 
Most use DSpace. A few use outsourced 

solutions such as Digital Commons 
• 22 host journal publishing programs 
ie. Synergies and Érudit 

• Digitization  projects – heritage material, unique 
text collections, digital archives 
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ETDs have been a major driver of IRs in libraries belonging to CARL.  This is because LAC has decided to accept only electronic theses and dissertations from 2014 onwards. There is also a sense that the library has an important role to play in this regard. One UL mentioned how responsibility for the IR has moved to the library from another department on campus.Another mentioned how they avoid jargon and call their IR a Research Showcase, a portal of researcher publications and research profiles. Dspace was the most common platform. A few used outsourced solutions such as Digital Commons.Many libraries are hosting journals  Synergies was called transformative by one respondent because it built capacity in 21 libraries and was able to move social science and humanities which were locked in print to digital formats providing greater online visibility.  Erudit which covers French language journals and theses is the responsibility of 3 Quebec institutions. Respondents were pleased that Erudit has been adopted by CRKN. Journals hosted by libraries may be faculty-led, graduate or undergraduate journals.Digitization of texts, heritage material and archives are growing in libraries. Examples include digital archives of  First Nations artifacts. E.g. SWODA in Windsor and Passamaquody language portal in UNB. Libraries are using various solutions to enable digitization projects. Some libraries use vendors, others use in-house staff and resources. Some projects are made possible through external funding or community partnerships, others use collections funds. As LAC does less, libraries feel the need to do more.



SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION INITIATIVES 
• Open Access Policies  
1 institutional, 1 faculty, 1 departmental, several librarian, 

other commitments to OA 
• Open Access Publishing Author Funds 
more than 1/2 have either a dedicated fund or OA 

publisher memberships e.g. BioMedCentral, PLoS, Hindawi 
• Publishing Innovation Funds  
offered by 2 institutions 

• Libraries are supporting members of SPARC, arXiv, 
DOAJ 
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Here we looked at Open Access initiatives being promoted by libraries. Many libraries are working toward open access publishing policies (mandates?) with faculty groups but so far we were able to ascertain one institutional policy requiring open access (Concordia), one faculty OA policy (OISE), one departmental, several librarian OA policies or commitments, and other declarations of support in principle but with no mandated requirements. (as an aside, Quebec institutions signed the Berlin Declaration at OA week 2012)More than half the institutions covered in the study have some type of author funding for publishing in OA journals. Several have memberships with OA publishers offering discounted fees for authors from their institutions, others have dedicated funds for OA support.A couple of respondents mentioned  awards for publishing innovations  based on local applications. The library participates in the adjudication process.Libraries also participate in collective funding models. They are members of the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Publishing Coalition (one was a founder member), one librarian mentioned that as a major user they contribute to the physics arXiv, based at Cornell library, others are supporters of DOAJ.



NEW FRONTIERS 

• Digital Humanities 
• Research Data Management 
• Open Monographs 
• Publication Metrics 
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Some respondents mentioned digital humanities as an area in which their libraries were planning to invest more resources. Digital humanities involves textual analysis. A couple of libraries mentioned new hiring in this area. One librarian mentioned that she was a research associate with the Electronic Text Lab in the Humanities Computing Centre on campus.Research data management was high on the agenda for most libraries, one UL cautioned libraries to go slow on this as it is important to get it right. The need for digital preservation received special mention.There was some interest in open monograph publishing, one library mentioning that they were experimenting with open monograph publishing with print for distribution. Understanding and assessment about the new modes of Publication metrics was mentioned as an area which needs to grow. Creating impact is close to faculty interests but faculty need to understand there are other metrics beside the impact factor of journals, metrics which relate to the individual article and not to the journal.Overall, libraries felt the need for expansion of scholcomm activities, some called it expanding strategically, a few were at the status quo. There was no intention to pull back.  Libraries were at different levels with respect to scholcomm activities. Some were at the beginning stage, others had well established programs. One respondent mentioned that they had moved beyond awareness building to services.



ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
• Most respondents indicate that the AUL Collections 

is responsible for Scholarly Communication  
• Some respondents are attached to Bibliographic, IT 

or Technical Services Departments 
• Some SC librarians report directly to UL 
• Others manage electronic text centres or e-

scholarship centres 
• Structural alignments – Copyright & SC, Centre for 

SC, Libraries & Cultural Resources 
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In most libraries, scholarly Communication appeared to be the responsibility of the AUL collections.Other allied areas were bib services, technical services departments or IT.Some SC librarians report directly to the UL.Others with a publishing background manage electronic text centres or e-scholarship centresA few structural alignments came to our knowledge. Two libraries mentioned copyright and scholarly communication under the same umbrella in librarian responsibilities or as part of an office for scholarly communication. But for the most part copyright was the domain of university legal offices or departments outside the library.One respondent mentioned that the centre for scholarly communication is part of libraries and cultural resources.



ADVOCACY AND PROMOTION 
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Presentation Notes
Graphic provides some examples of both promotion and advocacy. ULs are great advocates talking to upper echelons of the administration on campus, One librarian mentioned how their UL was out there banging the drums. ULs are influential at Deans Council, at campus library advisory committees and other cross campus committees in which they represent the library. One UL told us she taught a class in library school and introduces scholarly communication in a course on academic libraries.Liaison librarians both promote and advocate at the departmental level, scholarly communication librarians promote and advocate through workshops, presentations, working with graduates and research offices to promote new developments in scholarly communication. One respondent drew a distinction between promotion and advocacy. Promotion is about services, while advocacy is done through the steering committee at their institution.Others mentioned how promotion is tied to an event and OA week is a great opportunity to showcase scholcomm. Workshops are a great way to convey messaging. Graduate students are specially targeted at some institutions. Libraries use OA-guides, library websites and campus news channels to promote scholcomm. Social networking tools such as blogs and twitter are other ways of reaching out to faculty and students. One respondent mentioned that campus faculty editors are great promoters of OA. She herself is a journal editor.



ASSESSMENT 

• Journal Use Statistics  
• Hits and Downloads of Items in IR 
• Number of attendees attending an event 
• Faculty surveys 
• Environmental scans of researcher needs 

• *Respondents agreed that more standardized  
assessment was needed 
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Assessment is on the radar in Canadian research libraries. Respondents felt that it was early days yet and some were more at the stage of celebrating their successes. All agreed that assessment is important. Some mentioned inclusion of statistics in annual reports. One respondent mentioned that SC came under the university academic plan which has performance indicators built in. Another mentioned that SC was part of the library strategic plan. Others were of the opinion that they needed to survey campus users or do environmental scans to understand faculty needs. Many take counts of attendance at library events and find them to be low.



SKILL REQUIREMENTS  

• Knowledge of the Issues   
 (incl. copyright, author rights) 

• Programming Skills   
• Metadata Expertise 
• Participating in the Research Cycle 
• Communication Skills  
• Presentation Skills 
 

Presenter
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There was consensus among respondents that ALL librarians need to get a better understanding of the issues concerning scholarly communication, for example, be more aware of the limitations of copyright and the importance of author rights. Keeping up with the issues  is absolutely necessary.Programming skills appear to be important for journal publishing. Web publishing skills and the ability to correct XML was mentioned. Another said that for OJS programming skills in a UNIX environment was necessary.Metadata expertise is required for IRs and digitization projects according to our respondents.Many respondents felt that if librarians do their own research they will gain understanding of the research cycle. One UL provides leadership by being an editor on a Canadian journal on education.The need for soft skills was stressed by many participants. The ability to communicate clearly the issues, to present before faculty and student audiences was most important in promotion and advocacy. Passion and interest in the subject are necessary. Political acumen was mentioned by another respondent, the ability to engage people is needed.



PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

• In-house library workshops 
• Webinars  
• Professional Association Conferences 
• ACRL Scholarly Communication Roadshow 
• SPARC, ARL, CARL events  
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Respondents mentioned that there was no lack of opportunities at their institutions for training or professional development. In-library workshops offered as part of OA week or sessions organized by the scholcomm committee were available to familiarize librarians on issues related to scholcomm. Some also spoke about tuning in to webinars on scholcomm topics. One respondent said that he found 2 conferences useful – Open Repositories Conference and the PKP conference. Many respondents had attended  the ACRL Scholcomm Roadshow hosted by U of T in Toronto in May, 2012. Survey of librarians’ educational needs has helped to define areas which need attention. One respondent suggested how important it was to attend CALJ meetings and librarians would learn a lot from these occasions.ARL, SPARC and CARL were mentioned as examples of organizations which are helping librarians to keep abreast of the issues. Quebec librarians would like to see more French translations of promotional material.  



THE FUTURE 

Used photo by Tuca Vieira: http://www.colecaopirellimasp.art.br/autores/255/obra/951 
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The future of scholarly communication in Canada will depend on our work  and the decisions made by those in leadership roles. Depending on who you talked to, it could go either way….  Our participants had no trouble identifying barriers and they were passionate in expressing their ideas and suggestions for moving the agenda forward in Canada.

http://www.colecaopirellimasp.art.br/autores/255/obra/951


BARRIERS TO SC SUCCESS IN CANADA 

• Absence of strong policy mandates from granting 
agencies 

• Federal/provincial issues 
• Economic sustainability of newer models  
• Differences within the disciplines  
• Faculty apathy (IR deposits) 
• Tenure and Promotion issues 

Presenter
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Librarians reported the areas that they felt were creating the greatest barrier to the success of SC at their institutions and across Canada:Absence of strong policy mandates from Granting Agencies: Policy data reveals that OA mandates largely yield a positive influence on the growth of repository content. Federal/provincial support – Education is a provincial jurisdiction which makes it difficult to do things federally.Economic sustainability of newer models: in times of economic stress, the fact that librarians are footing the majority of the infrastructure costs was seen as a problemThe disciplinary cultures of the humanities and the sciences are very different. And extols different values. Publishing books versus journal. Faculty apathy:   Participants felt that while scholars were receptive to the ideal of making knowledge available for the “public good” Most did not have a deep understanding of the issues nor of the two modes of OA.  Nor do they feel they have the time necessary to deposit in IRs. T&P Issues: Many faculty members equate the OA publication with lack of peer review, despite the fact that there are many examples to the contrary. Because of the very nature of peer review, this factor holds back even those who are fully aware of the advantages of seeking quality prestige peer-reviewed OA journals, because they believe that the individuals reviewing their work for advancement may well not have that awareness. 



FUTURE DIRECTIONS AKA DISCUSSION POINTS 

1. Communities of Practice 
 Communication, Sharing, Messages 
 Skills Development 
 Assessment 

2. Leadership 
3. Librarians as researcher 
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Keeping those barriers in mind, participants had to opportunity to tell us what they foresaw we needed in the near future. A number of key directions stood out:We need to develop Communities of PracticeWe need strong leadershipWe need to come together to development benchmarks and assessment strategiesWe need our librarians to be researchersI am going to show you a few quotes from our participants about each of these points…I would like to encourage you to feel free at this point to stop me to add your own insights and thoughts.



COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE 

 We need to get ourselves in order. We are trying 
to help scholars communicate and we don’t 
even communicate with each other.   
    AUL 

 

 Why we are reinventing the wheel at every 
institution? Is it because we think we are 
special snowflakes? It is killing me.   
    SC Librarian 

 

  

 

Presenter
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Collaboration and community is extremely important to librarians.  From ULs down, librarians extolled our successes and failures in this area. The librarians we interviewed see ourselves as strong collaborators for institutional initiatives and consortia.The ULs and AULs felt connected across the country as a community of practitioners but it was clear that the liaison and scholarly communication librarians felt siloed and disconnected from their colleagues. They said:WE need networking collaborate, communicate and develop skills, and assessment tools togetherWE do not want to recreate the wheel. Read quotes:



 The biggest problem in Canada is that it is so 
difficult to connect with other Canadian 
librarians. When I meet other Canadians it is in 
committee work in the US. I don’t meet them in 
Canada. There is something very wrong with that. 

 
 I would love to see CARL be more of a model like 

ACRL or ARL where it is not just a directors 
group. We need others in other positions to be 
involved in committee work and working groups. 
That is how you really connect with others in your 
country. Those kinds of committees are also 
where you do really important global work.    

       SC Librarian 

COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE 

How can we 
build a 

community of 
practice? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read quotesThen Ask: Is it too difficult because we are so spread apart. Are there ways we can network more effectively across the country building  a strong  community of practice for  Toolkit creation, workshops, sharing expertise?CARL is addressing these concerns in a number of ways:Scholarly Communications Committee Data Management Sub-Committee CARL / CRKN OA Working Group CARL Open Access Advocacy Toolkit CARL Research Data Management Services Course 



ASSESSMENT WOES 

We are not doing a lot of hard targets. We are 
doing a lot of tracking. enough to say that we are 
making progress and we are moving forward.  

It is too soon to do any real assessment. It is just 
perception and feelings right now. Very subjective. 

There just aren’t any Canadian benchmarks out 
there. 

How can we 
improve 

assessment of 
Scholarly 

Communication  
in Canada? 

Presenter
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The desire to know how well our programs are doing and to improve those services and initiatives are all motivators for conducting assessment and yet, as Leila reported, we found that assessment was being handled in adhoc, and random ways. Certainly none reported anything in place for systematic assessment.Assessment might be one major area for collaborative efforts and a community of practice. Together we can seek common methods To determine how the program can be improved;To demonstrate the contributions and impact of our programs;To prove what out programs are accomplishing; and which willassist library in decision-making activities such as strategic planning, and external accountability.Librarians may wish to address this concern by participating in the CARL run Canadian Library Assessment Workshop



HUNGER FOR LEADERSHIP AT THE FEDERAL 
LEVEL 

 If we look at the US and UK, Australia, and we can see 
that Canada does not have its act together CARL is 
taking the lead but we are still spinning our wheels. 
We are talking to ourselves and to the converted. I 
envy that the UK has JISC and all the foundations in 
the US with funding mandates.   AUL 

 
 It is great that the granting agencies are supportive but 

there is no teeth to their requirements. They have a 
huge role to play. Perhaps through CARL we could apply 
more pressure to them to get more clout to their 
policies.     SC Librarian 

 
 There is more that we can accomplish if we orchestrate 

this as a country and not just as a bunch of individual 
institutions.    SC Librarian 

 

What is 
preventive us 

from developing 
an umbrella 

group like JISC? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are great examples of leadership in our country: participants mentioned:Institutional leadership: ie U Calgary, UPEI (not in our study)Individual ULs who have shown leadership on the campusesCollaborative initiatives and consortia initiatives Synergies as a leader and testing ground for OJS now used all over the worldCRKN CARL with their Joint  OA WORKING GROUPKathleen Shearer as a strong resource and champion for OADespite this participants still felt a lacking in terms of strong advocacy esp at the federal level… There was a sense from our participants that Canada is way behind. Concern was expressed about the lack of ability to raise a national awareness about scho com..



 We can’t just stay inside the library. We need to be 
out where the publishers, and the researchers are 
doing the work.   

      SC Librarian 
 
 
 At the institution, Library Directors and ULs are 

essential participants. They need to be involved. 
After all, they have the ears of the President, the 
deans, the provost and… the donors.  

      UL 
 
 
 
 
 

HUNGER FOR STRONGER LEADERSHIP 

Who is  
a leader of 
scholarly 

communication? 

Presenter
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Participant also expressed the need for librarians to be leaders at the individual librarian level and at the institutional level: Read quotes…



LIBRARIAN AS RESEARCHER 

 Librarian as researcher needs to be emphasized 
if we want to be taken more seriously in the 
academy.      UL 

 
 Librarians need to be scholarly. It is hard for 

librarians to speak to faculty about their 
publications if they have no personal experience 
in it.      AUL 

 

 

Do you take 
time to 
conduct 

research? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was very interesting in times of crisis in librarianship,  the ULs and AULs we spoke to held the role of the librarian as research as its utmost importance.Let me read three quotes:



 Under our Directors leadership, we  emphasize 
research among our librarians and are developing 
our campus profile as researchers not just 
librarians. We hire “scholar librarians”.  

 We have written it into our review process (and are 
working to add it to the Collective Agreement) As 
each new librarian is hired, it is articulated to them 
that research is an expectation and that we will find 
ways to support this work.    
      AUL 

 

LIBRARIAN AS RESEARCHER 

Do you have 
research 

responsibilities? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CARL is supporting this area with the: Librarians' Research Institute – last year Windsor. This year at UreginaBut what else can we do? Esp  when there a number of Librarians at CARL institutions who do not have faculty status and who do not have research responsibilities.



 Leila Fernandez, Associate Librarian, Steacie 
Science and Engineering Library, York 
University leilaf@yorku.ca  

 

 

 

 K. Jane Burpee, Associate Librarian, Research 
Enterprise and Scholarly Communication, 
University of Guelph jburpee@uoguelph.ca  

 Questions or 
 comments? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our salient discussion findings reinforce all three goals from the 2012  CARL STRATEGIC PLAN  Transform Scholarly CommunicationInfluence Public PolicyAdvance the Research LibraryIt was good to see that CARL is making strides to address many issues and barriers in recent months.WE hope we have left you with some thoughts today. WE would like to conclude by asking that each one of us, whether we have SC responsibilities  or not To look for ways to deepen communities of practice with your colleagues in order to help transform SC To influence and and advocate for the issues, and finally To participate in research and the research agenda in order to advance the research library.Let’s work together at all levels, decide where we want to go and how to assess our progress.

mailto:leilaf@yorku.ca
mailto:jburpee@uoguelph.ca
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